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This work is aimed at gaining a better insight into the influence of a close vacancy, V, on the properties of
impurities in insulating materials. To achieve this goal the Cr3+ − VM model center formed in KMF3 (M = Mg,
Zn) fluoroperovskites has been explored in detail by means of ab initio calculations on clusters involving up to
87 ions. It is shown that the presence of the M2+ vacancy, VM , induces a significant structural relaxation on the
CrF3−

6 cubic complex which cannot be fully understood assuming that ions were rigid spheres that could not be
polarized. Thus, although VM forces all the ligands to move away, the Cr3+ − F− distance corresponding to the
furthest ligand, Ffar, is found to be slightly higher than that for the closer equatorial ions. This unexpected fact
is shown to be due to the electronic relaxation also induced by VM on the CrF3−

6 complex, causing a charge of
0.2e to be transferred from the closest ligand to VM , Fnext, mainly to Ffar, and, to a lesser extent, to any equatorial
ligand. This transfer of charge is mainly accomplished through orbitals lying in planes containing the C4 axis. In
spite of these changes due to the vacancy, the 4A2g → 4T2g optical transition is found to be weakly altered, a fact
that concurs with available experimental data and whose origin is discussed. In contrast, electron paramagnetic
resonance parameters such as gyromagnetic or superhyperfine tensors, which do depend on the electronic density
around a point of the CrF3−

6 complex, are shown to be particularly sensitive to the electronic relaxation induced
by VM . In particular, the present study explains that the dominant component of the superhyperfine tensor for the
Fnext ligand is clearly higher than that for Ffar, in agreement with experimental data. The relevance of the present
results for understanding the electronic properties of other systems involving vacancies is also discussed. Some
results on the Cr3+ − Li+ center formed in KMgF3 are also discussed for comparison.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vacancies play a relevant role in the physics of real
crystalline compounds. Indeed, these defects are behind the
diffusion and mass transport phenomena in crystals1 while
their motion under an applied electric field is the dominant
mechanism responsible for electrical conductivity in a great
deal of ionic solids.2,3

In an insulating material, the number of vacancies can be
increased significantly by suitable doping. If in this process
Hc+

cations of the host lattice are substituted by I q+
impurity

cations, where q �= c, then the global charge compensation can
lead to a huge increase of positive or negative vacancies with
respect to those formed in the pure compound. The enhance-
ment of vacancy concentration through doping increases the
ionic conductivity of the material2 and favors the formation
of F and hole centers under X irradiation. This fact is used
to build sensitive x-ray dosimeters.4 When an Hc+

cation of
an insulating host lattice is replaced by an impurity ion I q+

(q > c), this process also gives rise to the formation of complex
centers where the impurity, I, is bound to one positive vacancy,
V, or more. If the impurity is a transition-metal cation not
coupled to any other defect, then its unpaired electrons are
usually localized in the IXN unit formed with the nearest
anions or ligands, X.5 If the local symmetry of that IXN unit
embedded in the insulating lattice is octahedral, the addition
of a vacancy near one of the ligands necessarily lowers the
symmetry. The formation of this kind of I–V complex center
formed in insulators was demonstrated early in the pioneering
work by Watkins on Mn2+-doped alkali chlorides by means

of electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements.6

Later on, several other works looked into such I–V complex
centers by magnetic and optical techniques in cases when
I is a transition-metal cation.7–13 The importance of the
impurity-vacancy defects has been stressed by several works,
showing that they have a substantial impact on ferroelectric
and piezoelectric properties of perovskite-type metal oxides,
such as switching behavior, electrical aging, and polarization
fatigue.14,15 Along these lines, many studies have looked into
the influence of the impurity-vacancy defects on the properties
of manganites seeking to improve the magnetoresistance.16

Despite the relevance of complex I–V centers in insulating
materials, a detailed knowledge of both their actual geomet-
rical and electronic structure is still lacking. In general, the
presence of vacancies bound to a transition-metal impurity in
an insulating material is expected to induce not only changes
of impurity-ligand distances but also a rearrangement of the
electronic density. This modification on the electronic density
is unfortunately very often unknown, although it is likely
to play a key role for understanding the physicochemical
properties of complex I–V centers. For this reason, a detailed
knowledge of the electronic relaxation induced by a vacancy
is a prerequisite in the search of reliable force fields for
dealing with problems involving a huge number of atoms.17 In
spite of this fact, the interpretation of available EPR data of
complex centers in insulating materials has often been based
on empirical models related to a crystal-field description.
In this kind of model, such as happens in the widely used
superposition model,10,13,18–20 the characteristics of ions (such
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Clusters of 20 ions (left) and 86 ions used in
the DFT calculations of the tetragonal Cr3+ − VMg center in KMgF3 :
Cr3+. Notation used for the four fluorine ions in the equatorial plane,
Feq, and axial fluorines next, Fnext, and far, Ffar, from the vacancy is
indicated on the left cluster.

as the total charge) are assumed not to change when they are
transferred from a high-symmetry unit to another one with
lower symmetry. An ab initio study carried out on both the
FeF3−

6 (Oh symmetry) and the C4vFeF5O4− centers formed in
KMF3 fluorides (M = Mg, Zn) demonstrated that changes on
the electronic density of F− ions due to the presence of an
O2− ligand cannot be neglected at all.5,21

Seeking to improve our knowledge on complex I–V centers
in insulating materials, we want to explore the model center
Cr3+ − VM formed in cubic fluoroperovskites such as KMF3

(M = Mg, Zn) doped with Cr3+.11,22–26 In that center, a close
M2+ vacancy, VM , is bound to the impurity, as shown in Fig. 1.
To achieve this goal and gain a better insight into the ensemble
of optical and EPR data on this center, ab initio calculations
have been carried out on the tetragonal (C4v symmetry) Cr3+ −
VM center in KMgF3. Aside from its relatively high symmetry,
there are two main reasons to explore this center: (i) The
vacancy bound to the Cr3+ ion comes from a divalent Mg2+
ion and thus its effects are expected to be bigger than if it
replaces a monovalent ion such as K+; (ii) there are optical and
EPR data reported on this center that, to our knowledge, have
not been well understood. Interestingly, partial information on
superhyperfine (shf) tensors has been obtained by EPR for the
Cr3+ − VM center formed in KZnF3.23

Cr3+-doped cubic AMF3 fluoroperovskites (A = K, Rb;
M = Mg, Zn, Cd,. . .) have been extensively studied mainly
for application as tunable solid-state lasers operating at room
temperature.27,28 In this kind of system, and also in layered
perovskites such as K2MgF4 or K2ZnF4 doped with Cr3+, dif-
ferent centers are usually simultaneously observed by means of
EPR.29,30 So, in lattices like KMgF3, KZnF3, or RbCdF3 doped
with Cr3+ aside from a pure cubic CrF3−

6 center,22,23,31–33 there
are other low-symmetry centers associated with the presence
of a close A+ vacancy (A = K, Rb), an M2+ vacancy (M =
Mg, Zn, Rb), or an unwanted impurity.7,22 It is also worth
noting that for KMgF3 : Cr3+ codoped with Li+ ions, another
tetragonal Cr3+ − Li+ center is formed just replacing Mg2+
by Li+.34 The observation by means of EPR of the cubic
and Cr3+ − VM centers in fluoroperovskites means that the
necessary charge compensation is remote.22,23,29,30 A similar
situation is encountered for the Jahn-Teller center RhCl4−

6

formed in NaCl:Rh2+ where the Na+ vacancy is far apart from
the Rh2+ impurity.12

It should be stressed here that although Cr3+-doped
KMgF3, KZnF3, and RbCdF3 systems have also been explored
optically, the position of the 4A2g → 4T2g transition of the
cubic CrF 3−

6 center, lying around 15 000 cm−1, appears to
be practically unmodified for centers with a vacancy.11,25,26

In particular, the experiments carried out by Mortier et al.
on KMgF3 : Cr3+ indicate that the region of the zero-phonon
line for the Cr3+ − VM center would be redshifted by only
∼150 cm−1 with respect to that corresponding to the cubic
center.11 Moreover, the expected splitting, �T , on the 4T2g

state for the tetragonal Cr3+ − VM center seems to be very
small when compared to the ∼1500 cm−1 bandwidth observed
at low temperatures.11 From the analysis of luminescence data
obtained for the Cr3+ − VM center in KZnF3 : Cr3+, Vaills
et al. suggested that such a splitting would be ∼100 cm−1

(Ref. 24) and thus close to that measured for the 2E state of the
Cr3+ − VM center in MgO (93 cm−1).35 Nevertheless, if optical
data seem to suggest that the presence of the vacancy produces
only very small effects on the properties of the CrF3−

6 unit, this
idea is no longer true when we look into EPR data. For instance,
in the tetragonal Cr3+ − VM center formed in KZnF3, EPR data
at room temperature give g|| = 1.975 and g⊥ = 1.978 and thus
a clear anisotropy is seen in the experimental g tensor.23 Such
anisotropy is indirectly related to the separation, �T , between
the 4B2 and 4E states in C4v symmetry emerging from 4T2g .
In the usual framework of crystal-field theory, g|| and g⊥ are
related, respectively, to the energies �(4B2) and �(4E) of such
states measured with respect to that of the ground state 4A2,36

g0 − g|| = 8ξ ∗/3�(4B2), g0 − g⊥ = 8ξ ∗/3�(4E), (1)

where the value of the reduced spin-orbit coefficient, ξ ∗, which
accounts for the experimental g0 − g value of the cubic CrF3−

6
center, is equal to 165 cm−1.11,23,31–33 Using this ξ ∗ value
now in Eq. (1), together with the experimental g|| and g⊥
figures, it turns out that �T ≡ �(4E) − �(4B2) would be
around 2000 cm−1 for the Cr3+ − VM center, a conclusion
that is not supported at all by optical data. This significant
discrepancy thus suggests that the differences in electronic
density between 4B2 and 4E states could help to conciliate
EPR and optical data of the Cr3+ − VM center.

Along these lines, relevant experimental data on the shf
interaction of unpaired electrons with different ligands was
also reported by Binois et al. on the tetragonal Cr3+ − VM

center formed in KZnF3.23 Indeed, this kind of information is
scarce in the case of centers involving one or more vacancies.
From the analysis of EPR data, these authors conclude that the
two ligands called Fnext and Ffar in Fig. 1 have a very different
shf tensor. More precisely, they are able to determine the shf
constant, A||, when H ‖ OZ in Fig. 1 for both axial ligands. For
one of them, A|| = −23 MHz, while for the other one, A|| =
−34 MHz. Although Binois et al.23 are not able to identify
which of these values corresponds to Fnext, this experimental
result already stresses the existence of a significant departure
from cubic symmetry.

Bearing in mind these facts, the present work is aimed first
at gaining a better insight into the structural and electronic
relaxation that takes place when comparing the tetragonal
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Cr3+ − VM center with the cubic CrF3−
6 one. Moreover, in a

second step this study explores in some detail the role played by
the M2+ vacancy for modifying in a different way the optical
and magnetic properties associated with the Cr3+ impurity.

This paper is arranged as follows. Details on the methods
employed in the calculations are reported in Sec. II, while
the results and the corresponding discussions are given in
Secs. III–VII. Sec. III is devoted to studying the equilibrium
geometry, starting with an analysis of both the KMgF3 lattice
and the cubic CrF3−

6 center to check the reliability of employed
methods. Later on, the structural relaxation induced by the
vacancy in the tetragonal Cr3+ − VM center is explored and
compared to that for the Cr3+ − Li+ center formed in KMgF3.
Sec. IV is focused on the changes of the electronic density
induced by the vacancy, paying special attention to the
different relaxation undergone by the five mainly d orbitals
of chromium. The calculated optical spectra for both the cubic
CrF3−

6 and tetragonal Cr3+ − VM centers are reported and
discussed in Sec. V, while the correlation between optical
excitations and the g tensor anisotropy is analyzed in Sec. VI,
paying attention to the role played by the electronic relaxation
and the interpretation of available shf data. Some final remarks
are included in Sec. VII.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Ab initio calculations have been performed on tetragonal
Cr3+ − VM and Cr3+ − Li+ centers in KMgF3, and also the
cubic CrF3−

6 center, using the cluster approximation.5,37 The
use of finite clusters for describing the properties of these
centers is consistent with the highly localized character of the
unpaired electrons residing essentially in the CrF3−

6 complex
region.37 Geometry optimizations have been performed in
the standard spin-restricted and nonrelativistic Kohn-Sham
formalism of the density-functional theory (DFT) by means of
the Amsterdam density-functional (ADF) code.38 Calculations
were performed on clusters centered at the chromium impurity,
including up to 86/87 ions (Fig. 1). We have introduced
in all calculations the electrostatic potential due to the rest
of the KMgF3 lattice simulated by means of a set of point
charges. These charges (about 250) are located in lattice
positions around the cluster, although the values of the charges
themselves are fitted to reproduce the right potential inside
the cluster due to the infinite lattice using an Evjen-Ewald
scheme.37

The two clusters used for modeling the tetragonal Cr3+ −
VM center are depicted in Fig. 1. In the 20-ion CrF6K8Mg15+

5
cluster, we have optimized the positions of chromium impurity
and the three inequivalent groups of ligands (four equatorial
fluorines, Feq, one axial F− next to the Mg2+ vacancy,
Fnext, and another axial F− ligand far from the vacancy,
Ffar) while the rest of the cluster ions were kept frozen
at their ideal lattice positions. In the case of the 86-ion
cluster CrF6K8Mg5F24Mg12F6F14−

24 , the positions of second
(K+) and third (Mg2+) neighbors to the impurity have also
been optimized under the constrictions of the tetragonal C4v

symmetry. As discussed below, the main results obtained with
the two clusters are rather similar. Corresponding clusters
for the tetragonal Cr3+ − Li+ center have 21 and 87 atoms,
including a Li+ ion replacing an Mg2+ cation. For the sake

of completeness, the properties of the cubic CrF3−
6 center

have also been explored by means of clusters involving up to
87 atoms.

To ensure the reliability of the present results, the calcu-
lations have been performed using four different exchange-
correlation functionals: the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair functional39

in the local-density approximation (LDA), Becke-Perdew
(BP86),40,41 and Perdew-Wang (PW91)42 functionals in
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), and finally the
PBE0 hybrid functional,43,44 which is the hybrid form of the
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) GGA functional with 25%
of Hartree-Fock exchange. We have verified that the results
obtained with the four functionals are close. For example,
the interatomic distances corresponding to the equilibrium
geometries differ less than 1%.

As is well known, standard DFT calculations (using LDA,
GGA, or hybrid functionals such as PBE0) usually lead to good
results for equilibrium geometries and electronic structures of
transition-metal complexes. However, larger deviations with
respect to experimental findings are usually obtained in the
computed values of optical transitions. For this reason, optical
transitions in this work have been derived by means of the
very accurate wave-function-based complete active space self-
consistent-field method corrected by the second-order many-
body perturbation theory (CASPT2) first-principles method,
which includes most of the electron correlation energy and
usually yields excellent results.45–48 We have employed the
MOLCAS 6.7 program suite49 to undertake these calculations.
The active space employed in the final calculations involved
the five mainly Cr(3d) orbitals and the mainly Cr(4s) one,
containing a total of three electrons. Due to the increased
computational cost of CASPT2 calculations with respect to
DFT ones, the cluster size had to be reduced. Most calculations
have been carried out in a CrF3−

6 complex surrounded by
ab initio model potentials (AIMP’s), which simulate very
accurately the short-range interactions with the rest of the
lattice,50 to form a complex of 21 ions and point charges to
simulate the field of the rest of the lattice. We checked that
the results were converged with cluster size by performing
some test calculations on a 21-ion cluster CrF6K8Mg17+

6 where
all ions were treated quantum mechanically. The electronic
transitions reported in this work have all been calculated using
a large all-electron basis set.51

III. EQUILIBRIUM GEOMETRY

A. Pure KMgF3 lattice

As a first step, we have carried out a test on the two clusters
chosen to model all studied centers in KMgF3 : Cr3+ and also
on the three exchange-correlation functionals used in the DFT
calculations. The results are shown in Table I. In the case of the
21-ion MgF6K8Mg16+

6 cluster simulating the host lattice, we
have only optimized the position of F− ligands. The obtained
values of the distance, R0, between the central Mg2+ ion and
the F− ligands for the three considered functionals are found
to be only less than 1.2% higher than the experimental value
measured by x-ray diffraction, R0 = 198.7 pm.52 In the case of
the 87-ion MgF6K8Mg6F24Mg12F6F13−

24 cluster, we have also
optimized the positions of two layers of K+ and Mg2+ ions.
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TABLE I. Values of the Mg2+ − F − distance (in pm units) ob-
tained in the geometry optimizations performed for the pure KMgF3

lattice using clusters of two sizes and three different exchange-
correlation functionals, LDA, GGA-BP86, and GGA-PW91. In the
86-ion cluster, the positions of the second (K) and third (Mg)
neighbors have also been optimized. The experimental Mg-F distance
is R0 = 198.7 pm.47

Cluster LDA GGA-BP86 GGA-PW91

21 ions 199.9 201.1 200.8
87 ions 198.6 198.7 198.6

In this case, the calculated R0 values for the three considered
functionals practically coincide with the experimental figure.

B. Octahedral KMgF3 : Cr3+ center

Once we verified that the clusters used in this study give
reasonable results for the KMgF3 pure lattice, we calculated
the structural relaxation on the local geometry induced by
the Mg2+ → Cr3+ substitution in the cubic KMgF3 : Cr3+

center. Results given here correspond to the 4A2g(t3
2g) ground

state of the CrF3−
6 unit. When the CrF6K8Mg17+

6 cluster is
used, the value obtained with the LDA functional for the
Cr3+ − F− distance is found to be R = 190.4 pm, thus
implying an inward relaxation of 9.5 pm. The same R value
within 1% is obtained using the GGA-BP86, GGA-PW91,
and hybrid PBE0 functionals. Results obtained using the
CrF6K8Mg6F24Mg12F6F12−

24 cluster are given in Table II and
compared to the values previously reported by López-Moraza
et al.53 using CASSCF calculations on a seven-atom CrF3−

6
complex embedded in frozen model potentials. It should be
pointed out that values obtained with the two GGA functionals
differ less than 1.5 pm with respect to the corresponding LDA
values given in Table II.

It can be noted that our results on the 87-ion cluster lead to
an inward relaxation of F− ligands equal to 7.5 pm, which
is thus close to previous findings for the CrF3−

6 center in
KMgF3 (Ref. 54) and K2MgF4 lattices37 and consistent with
the smaller ionic radius of Cr3+ when compared to that of
Mg2+. As a salient feature second-neighbor K+ ions and
third-neighbor Mg2+ ions are found to relax outward. A similar
trend emerges from the previous work by López-Moraza
et al.,53 although the reported relaxation for K+ ions appears
to be overestimated as it is bigger than that for the F− ions
of the first shell. The outward relaxation of positive K+ and

TABLE II. Variation, �R(F), of the metal-ligand distance due
to the Mg2+ → Cr3+ substitution in the cubic CrF3−

6 center formed
in KMgF3 derived from the present DFT-LDA calculations using a
CrF6K8Mg6F24Mg12F6F

12−
24 cluster. Outward relaxations undergone

by the closest K+, �R(K), and Mg2+, �R(Mg), ions are also given.
The results are compared to those previously reported by López-
Moraza et al.48 All values are given in pm units.

�R(F) �R(K) �R(Mg)

This work −7.5 5.4 1.7
López-Moraza et al. −6.5 11.8 2.4

Mg2+ ions is qualitatively consistent with the extra positive
charge introduced by the Mg2+ → Cr3+ substitution.37 A
quite similar situation has been discussed for NaCl : Rh2+.55,56

It should be noticed that in cases in which the impurity has a
higher nominal charge than the host lattice cation, the different
relaxation undergone by the first two shells of ions means that
centers like CrF3−

6 in KMgF3 or K2MgF4 or RhCl4−
6 in NaCl

are to a good extent elastically decoupled from the rest of the
lattice.5

C. Tetragonal Cr3+ − VM and Cr3+ − Li+ centers in KMgF3

In a further step, we explored how the presence of a
close Mg2+ vacancy along the [001] direction modifies the
position of all ions involved in the CrF3−

6 unit and also that
of other close ions of the KMgF3 lattice. Results of DFT
calculations for the tetragonal Cr3+ − VM center using clusters
of 20 and 86 ions are gathered in Table III. As the results
derived by means of LDA, GGA-BP86, GGA-PW91, and
PBE0 functionals are essentially the same, we have included in
Table III only those obtained with the LDA functional. For the
sake of completeness, results corresponding to the structural
relaxation in the Cr3+ − Li+ center in KMgF3 are also gathered
in Table III.

The results of Table III for the Cr3+ − VM center in KMgF3

obtained with clusters of 20 and 86 ions show a similar trend.
Taking as a guide the results derived with the biggest cluster,
the presence of the Mg2+ vacancy moves away all ions of
the CrF3−

6 unit. Furthermore, as a result of the Mg2+ vacancy,
not all three different Cr3+ − F− distances are now equal. In
particular, the distance, R(Fnext), between Cr3+ and the ligand
termed Fnext in Fig. 1 is reduced by 13 pm on passing from
the cubic CrF3−

6 unit to the Cr3+ − VM center. With regard
to the four equatorial ligands lying farther from the vacancy,
their distance to the Cr3+ impurity is found to increase only
about 1 pm with respect to the value 191.2 pm corresponding
to the cubic CrF3−

6 unit. It is worth noting now that although
the ligand ion denoted Ffar in Fig. 1 is the farthest one from the
vacancy, its distance to Cr3+ is found to increase by 3.3 pm,
that is, 2.3 pm more that the equatorial ligands. This surprising
fact can be understood taking into account the variations of
electronic charge on ligands due to the vacancy, an issue
analyzed in the next section.

The results conveyed in Table III for the Cr3+ − VM center
point out that under the influence of the vacancy, the Cr3+ ion
moves away from it. This result is seemingly surprising as the
Mg2+ vacancy behaves as a negative charge, thus attracting
the Cr3+ ion. This counterintuitive shift can be understood
as a result of the strong bonding between Cr3+ and the six
F− ligands. As all F− anions move away from the vacancy
(Table III), they drag the Cr3+ cation. To support this view,
we performed a calculation optimizing only the position of
the Cr3+ ion, keeping the ligands in the positions of the cubic
center. We found that in this case, the chromium ion moves
13.2 pm toward the vacancy.

Although the active electrons in the complex Cr3+ − VM

center are also found to reside essentially on the impurity and
six ligands it should also be remarked that the four closest
K+ ions to the vacancy also experience a significant structural
relaxation. In fact, they are found to move 23.6 pm toward
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TABLE III. Calculated Cartesian coordinates (in pm units) of the central Cr3+ ion and F − ligands obtained in the geometry optimizations
performed for the tetragonal Cr3+ − VMg and Cr3+ − Li+ centers in KMgF3 using clusters of two sizes. The Mg2+ vacancy or the Li+ ion
are both placed in the [001] direction. The origin of the coordinates corresponds to the position of an Mg2+ ion in the perfect lattice. In both
centers, the substitutional Cr3+ ion is shifted outward from that position. In the 86/87-ion clusters, the positions of the second (K) and third
(Mg) neighbors have also been optimized. Moreover, in the 87-ion cluster modelling the Cr3+ − Li+ center, the coordinates of the Li+ ion were
also varied. Metal-ligand distances, R, are also given in italic letters.

Center Cluster Cr Feq Fnext Ffar Li

Cr3+ − VMg 20 ions (0,0, −7.4) (193.5,0, −16.7) (0,0,166.3) (0,0, −206.0)
193.7 173.7 198.6

86 ions (0,0, −8.6) (192.2,0, −13.5) (0,0,169.7) (0,0, −203.1)
192.3 178.3 194.5

Cr3+ − Li+ 21 ions (0,0, −6.5) (193.1,0, −10.3) (0,0,172.8) (0,0, −200.9)
193.1 179.3 194.4

87 ions (0,0, −0.8) (192.5,0, −5.0) (0,0,181.4) (0,0, −192.7) (0,0,419.5)
192.8 182.2 191.9

the Mg2+ vacancy while the next shell of K+ ions moves only
4.2 pm. In contrast, the nearest Mg2+ ions are only moved
2.1 pm by the presence of the vacancy.

Despite the fact that the presence of the Mg2+ vacancy
induces a tetragonal C4v distortion on the CrF3−

6 unit, it is
worth noting that the average Cr3+ − F− distance obtained
in the calculation performed for the 86-ion cluster coincides
within 1 pm with the calculated equilibrium distance for the
cubic CrF3−

6 unit. This result already suggests that the 10 Dq
splitting parameter for the Cr3+ − VM center is likely to be not
very different from that for the CrF3−

6 unit. Nevertheless, the
significant distortion induced by the vacancy could give rise
to a measurable splitting in the first excited state 4T2g . These
matters are analyzed in detail in Sec. III E.

In the case of the tetragonal Cr3+ − Li+ center (Table III),
the replacement of the divalent Mg2+ ion by the monovalent
Li+ ion leads, as expected, to a smaller structural relaxation
of all ligand ions than that found for the Cr3+ − VM center.
For instance, the Mg2+ → Li+ substitution leads to a 4.7%
reduction of R(Fnext) with respect to the value 191.2 pm found
for the cubic CrF3−

6 unit, while such a reduction is equal to
6.8% in the case of the Cr3+ − VM center. Despite the different
structural relaxation in both centers, the average Cr3+ − F−
distance in the Cr3+ − Li+ center is also close to that calculated
for the cubic CrF3−

6 unit. As the Li+ ion substituting Mg2+
behaves like a charge −e, it undergoes, as shown in Table III,
an outward displacement about 20 pm from its initial position.
It is noteworthy that in the Cr3+ − Li+ center, the Cr3+ − Ffar

distance is slightly smaller than the Cr3+ − Feq one, while in
the Cr3+ − VM center, the reverse is true. In the next section,
we will analyze the relationship between this result and the
bigger electronic relaxation in the Cr3+ − VM center where
the vacancy of a divalent cation is involved.

In a recent study carried out on both Cr3+ − VM and
Cr3+ − Li+ centers in KMgF3 by means of the empirical
superposition model, it was concluded that the equilibrium
geometry for both centers is essentially the same.57 In
particular, a value R(Fnext) = 185 pm is found for the two
centers. This conclusion is certainly hard to believe bearing
in mind that the removal of Mg2+ and its replacement by Li+
does not convey the same variation of charge. This idea is in

agreement with the results of Table III showing that R(Fnext) is
4 pm smaller for the Cr3+ − VM center when compared to the
Cr3+ − Li+ one. On the other hand, in the study based on the
superposition model, it is assumed that R(Ffar) = R(Fnext).57

This statement is, however, not supported by the results
gathered in Table III for the Cr3+ − VM center.

IV. ELECTRONIC RELAXATION INDUCED BY THE
VACANCY IN THE Cr3+ − VM CENTER

A key point in the present study is to look into the changes
on the electronic density of a CrF3−

6 unit due to the presence of
a close Mg2+ vacancy. To properly analyze all of the changes
that happen on passing from the cubic CrF3−

6 center to the
Cr3+ − VM one, such a transition is explored using five steps:
(a) The departure point is the cubic CrF3−

6 center in KMgF3 at
the corresponding equilibrium geometry. (b) The Cr3+ − VM

center is considered but keeping the equilibrium geometry
of the cubic CrF3−

6 center. (c) The Fnext ion closest to the
vacancy (Fig. 1) is allowed to relax at the final equilibrium
position of the Cr3+ − VM center. (d) Now the Ffar ligand
(Fig. 1) is also allowed to relax at the equilibrium position of
the Cr3+ − VM center. (e) Finally, the Cr3+ − VM center at the
right equilibrium geometry is considered.

A. Influence of electronic relaxation on Mulliken charges

Seeking to clear out the transfer of electronic charge, we
have calculated the Mulliken charges for Cr3+ and the six
ligand ions for every step. Results are gathered in Table IV. It
can be observed in this table that the more drastic changes are
produced on passing from step a to b, where the vacancy
is introduced but the geometry is kept frozen. As shown
in Table IV, smaller variations on the Mulliken charges are
produced in the other steps. It should be noticed that in the
a → b transition, an important decrement of the electronic
charge associated with the Fnext ligand takes place going from
−0.65e to −0.39e. In contrast, on passing from step b to the last
step e, there is only a small increase of the charge on the Fnext

ligand equal to 0.06e. As shown in Table IV, the electronic
charge lost by Fnext in the whole process is moved to Ffar and
Feq ligands and the central cation. Moreover, we have verified
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TABLE IV. Effect of the VMg vacancy on the Mulliken charge distribution (electron units) of Cr impurity and F ligands, calculated on
21/20-atom clusters simulating the cubic CrF3−

6 and tetragonal Cr3+ − VMg centers. Total effect is divided in five steps (rows) corresponding
to a, equilibrium geometry of the cubic Cr3+ center; b, introducing the VM vacancy but maintaining the geometry; c, same as b but placing the
Fnext ligand at the final position given in Table III; d, same as c but placing the Ffar ligand at the final position; e, equilibrium geometry of the
Cr3+ − VMg center.

Cr Feq Fnext Ffar

Step Total s p d Total s p Total s p Total s p

a +1.52 0.09 0.22 4.16 −0.65 2.02 5.62 −0.65 2.02 5.62 −0.65 2.02 5.62
b +1.53 0.08 0.21 4.16 −0.67 2.02 5.64 −0.39 2.04 5.33 −0.68 2.02 5.66
c +1.54 0.09 0.17 4.19 −0.67 2.02 5.64 −0.47 2.08 5.36 −0.68 2.02 5.66
d +1.52 0.09 0.18 4.20 −0.67 2.02 5.64 −0.46 2.08 5.36 −0.68 2.01 5.67
e +1.50 0.09 0.21 4.19 −0.66 2.01 5.64 −0.45 2.06 5.37 −0.68 2.01 5.65

that a total electronic charge of 0.1e is transferred to near K+
and Mg2+ ions.

The results gathered in Table IV already point out that the
main changes in electronic density appear when the vacancy is
taken into consideration, but ligands are kept at the equilibrium
positions corresponding to the cubic CrF3−

6 center. A similar
conclusion is reached in the analysis of the transferred spin
density on ligands shown in Sec. IV D.

It is worth noting now that in the whole process, the
electronic charge of an Feq ligand is found to increase
only by 0.01e while the corresponding increase undergone
by Ffar, which is the farthest ligand from the vacancy, is
three times bigger. These results help us to understand why
R(Ffar) > R(Feq) for the Cr3+ − VM center. At the same time,
they underline that an understanding of structural relaxation
induced by the vacancy requires one to look into the effects
that such a defect has on the electronic density.

B. Picture of the electronic relaxation through
the deformation density

Due to the relevance of electronic relaxation, we have tried
to visualize in more detail the changes of electronic density
on a CrF3−

6 unit induced by the presence of a neighbor Mg2+
vacancy. According to the results of the preceding section, we
have explored the changes of electronic density taking place
in the a → b step using a 21/20-ion cluster. Let us designate
by ρ(cubic) and ρ(tetragonal) the calculated electronic density
for the cubic CrF3−

6 center and the Cr3+ − VM center frozen at
the equilibrium geometry of the first species. As the removal
of an Mg2+ ion modifies the total number of electrons in the
cluster, we have then compared ρ(cubic) with ρ(tetragonal) +
ρ(Mg2+), where ρ(Mg2+) corresponds to a free Mg2+ ion. Due
to the ionic character of the bonding between Mg2+ and close
fluorine ions, the inclusion of ρ(Mg2+) should not obscure the
main changes of electronic density on Cr3+ and six ligands.
We have portrayed in Fig. 2 the changes undergone by the
deformation density, �ρ(a → b), in the a → b transition,
where �ρ(a → b) is simply given by

�ρ(a → b) = [ρ(tetragonal) + ρ(Mg2+) − ρ(cubic)]. (2)

Figure 2 clearly shows that there is a significant rearrange-
ment of the electronic density, particularly along the C4 axis
joining the vacancy, the chromium ion, and the two Fnext and

Ffar ligands. As depicted in Fig. 2, the presence of the Mg2+
vacancy forces a decrement of the electronic charge in the
neighborhood of the Fnext ligand while it increases in the region
lying farther from the vacancy. This relevant modification of
the electronic density around Fnext and Ffar ligands, consistent
with the results collected in Table IV, indicates that their
characteristics are certainly modified on passing from the cubic
to the Cr3+ − VM center.

C. Changes induced on mainly 3d orbitals

In the case of the cubic CrF3−
6 center, the g factor is

determined by the admixture of the 4A2g(t3
2g) ground state

with the excited 4A2g(t2
2ge

1
g).36 While in the cubic center the

Feq

Mg
CrFeq

Fnext

Ffar

VMg

FIG. 2. (Color online) Plot of the deformation density, �ρ(a →
b), induced by the VM vacancy on the cubic CrF6K8Mg15+

6 cluster
at frozen geometry (step a → b). If the vacancy is located in the
[001] direction, �ρ(a → b) is depicted in the (100) plane containing
Fnext,Ffar, and two Feq ligands. Red and blue lines correspond to areas
of decreased and increased density, respectively.
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TABLE V. Values of the [N (i)]2 quantity (in %) derived for the
five antibonding orbitals through the present calculations. Results
obtained for both cubic CrF3−

6 and tetragonal Cr3+ − VM centers are
reported.

Center b2(xy) e(xz,yz) b2(x2 − y2) a1(3z2 − r2)

cubic CrF3−
6 87 87 80 80

Cr3+ − VM 88.5 83 81 72

antibonding x2 − y2 and xy orbitals are strictly equivalent to
3z2 − r2 and xz,yz, respectively, this is no longer true when we
move to the Cr3+ − VM center. Let us consider an antibonding
orbital of the CrF3−

6 complex briefly described by

|φ(i)〉 = N (i)|di〉 − λ(i)
∣∣χL

i

〉

(3)
(i = xy, xz, yz, x2 − y2,3z2 − r2).

Here |di〉means a d-wave function while |χL
i 〉 stands for

a suitable linear combination involving valence orbitals of
six ligands. Seeking to gain a general view on the effect
of the vacancy upon all antibonding orbitals, we have cal-
culated the N2(i) quantity for the (xy)3/5(xz)3/5(yz)3/5(x2 −
y2)3/5(3z2 − r2)3/5 configuration with fractional occupation
where all orbitals are equally populated. The value of N2(i),
reflecting the amount of electronic charge on chromium for
the corresponding antibonding orbital, has been calculated for
both the cubic and the Cr3+ − VM centers in KMgF3. The
results shown in Table V for the Cr3+ − VM center indicate that
the charge on chromium is smaller by 9% for an a1(3z2 − r2)
orbital pointing toward the vacancy than in the case of the other
σ orbital, b1(x2 − y2), lying in the perpendicular plane to the
Cr3+-vacancy axis. A similar situation holds when comparing
the e(xz,yz) orbitals with the b2(xy) orbitals, which is placed
in the same plane as b1(x2 − y2). Nevertheless, in this case
where π orbitals are involved, the difference amounts only to
6%. The importance of the differences between N2(x2 − y2)
and N2(3z2 − r2) for a proper understanding of the experi-
mental g0 − g|| value for the Cr3+ − VM center is stressed in
Sec. VI A.

D. Spin density transferred on ligands in the cubic and
Cr3+ − VM centers

If we have a transition-metal impurity, I, placed in a fluoride,
the unpaired electrons are usually localized in the IFN unit.
Such a unit can be either isolated or coupled to a close
defect, as happens in the case of the Cr3+ − VM center. In any
half-filled antibonding orbital of the IFN unit, the unpaired
electrons spend some time on 2pσ , 2pπ , or 2s levels of a given
F− ligand, as indicated in Eq. (2). This transfer is usually
described by the fσ , fπ , and fs quantities.36,58 As in the
ground state, 4A2g(t3

2g), of the octahedral CrF3−
6 unit, there

are not unpaired electrons displaying σ bonding, therefore
fσ = fs = 0 while fπ = [λ(xy)]2/4 and λ(xy) is defined in
Eq. (3). Thus fπ just means the fraction of unpaired spin
transferred to a single ligand orbital. It should be noted now
that when a vacancy is present along the OZ axis, the two pπ

orbitals of equatorial ligands are no longer equivalent. In such a
case, we shall call fπ || and fπ⊥ the quantities associated with

TABLE VI. Calculated values (in %) of the fs,fσ ,fπ ||, and
fπ⊥ parameters of spin density transferred on, respectively, 2s,
2pσ ,2pπ ||,and2pπ⊥ orbitals of Feq,Fnext, and Ffar ligands in the
Cr3+ − VMg center, for the five steps previously described. Calcu-
lations were performed for the ground state of 20/21-atom clusters.

Feq Fnext Ffar

Step fs fσ fπ || fπ⊥ fπ fπ

a 4.56 4.56 4.56 4.56
b 0.24 0.05 4.24 3.37 10.53 3.50
c 0.51 0.09 4.03 2.80 12.84 3.41
d 0.74 0.11 4.05 3.00 12.68 2.56
e 0.29 0.11 4.12 3.28 9.61 3.29

the pπ orbitals parallel or perpendicular to the principal C4

axis.
A main goal of the present analysis is to study how fπ

is modified on going from an octahedral CrF3−
6 center to the

Cr3+ − VM center. Calculated values of fπ for the six ligands
of the two centers in KMgF3 are displayed in Table VI. Aside
from giving the values determined for the final equilibrium
geometry of the Cr3+ − VM center, results corresponding to
the intermediate steps previously described at the beginning
of Sec. IV are also enclosed in Table VI. Similarly to what is
found in previous sections, it can be noted that the more drastic
changes are produced on passing from step a to b, where
the vacancy is introduced but the geometry is kept frozen.
From the present calculations, it is found for the Fnext ligand
that while fπ = 4.6% for the octahedral CrF3−

6 center, such a
quantity increases until fπ = 9.6% for the Cr3+ − VM center
at the corresponding equilibrium geometry. At the same time,
the results in Table VI give fπ = 3.3% for the Ffar ligand of
the Cr3+ − VM center, which means a reduction with respect
to the values for the octahedral CrF3−

6 unit. A smaller reduction
is also found for fπ corresponding to the four equatorial
ligands.

It is worth noting that the trends shown in Table VI
are in qualitative agreement with those displayed by the
Mulliken charges on passing from the octahedral CrF3−

6 unit
to the Cr3+ − VM center (Table IV). In fact, if in a given
antibonding level the presence of the vacancy increases the
probability of finding the electron in the 2p orbital of the
Fnext ligand, the opposite happens for the counterpart bonding
orbital. As the latter orbital is fully occupied while the
antibonding is only partially occupied, this implies a reduction
of the total electronic charge on the Fnext ligand such as is
reported in Table IV. The transfer of electronic charge induced
by internal electric fields has recently been explored for
LiBaF3 : Mn2+.59

E. Electronic levels in the Cr3+ − VM center

In this section, the electronic levels of the cubic CrF3−
6

and tetragonal Cr3+ − VM centers in KMgF3, calculated at
the corresponding equilibrium geometries, are compared. The
main results obtained using DFT in 20/21-ion clusters are
portrayed in Fig. 3. If we consider the cubic CrF3−

6 center,
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Diagram showing the variation of the
molecular orbitals of the cubic CrF3−

6 center by introducing the VM

vacancy at frozen geometry (step a → b). Results correspond to
calculations on 21/20-ion clusters. Note the shift of the energy scale
used for both centers.

the 18 molecular orbitals termed 2a1g,2eg,2t1u,1t2g,3t1u,1t2u,
and 1t1g are mainly built from the 2p wave functions of six
ligands. In contrast, 2t2g (which is semioccupied) and 2eg are
antibonding levels mainly made from 3d-wave functions of
chromium. Looking at Fig. 3, it can be noted that when the
vacancy is introduced, it raises the energy of all orbitals, though
not by the same amount. So, the two levels 7a1 and 6e in the
C4v center are lying well above the rest of the charge-transfer
levels. Such levels are just those built mainly from 2p orbitals
of the Fnext ligand.

According to the C4v symmetry of the Cr3+ − VM center,
there is a splitting, δe, between the antibonding 8a1(∼
3z2 − r2) and 4b1(∼ x2 − y2) orbitals coming from eg in
Oh symmetry. Similarly, there is also a smaller splitting, δt ,
between 7e(∼xz,yz) and 2b2(∼ xy) orbitals, which have a π

character. For the sake of clarity, we have calculated the values
of δe and δt at the equilibrium geometry of the Cr3+ − VM

center and also for the other four steps previously described,
and the results are gathered in Table VII. It can be noticed that
the inclusion of the vacancy keeping the equilibrium geometry
of the cubic center (step b) already gives rise to 60% and 45%
of the final δt and δe splittings, respectively. Moreover, if only
the ligand Fnext is allowed to reach its equilibrium position,
the calculated δt and δe values practically reproduce the final
quantities.

TABLE VII. Calculated values of δt and δe orbital splittings
(in eV) for the five steps described in Sec. IV. Steps a and b correspond
to the cubic center and to the Cr3+ − VM center at the equilibrium
geometry of the cubic center, respectively. In step c, only the Fnext ion
closest to the vacancy is relaxed.

Step δt δe

a 0 0
b 0.30 0.46
c 0.49 1.00
d 0.47 0.93
e 0.51 1.06

V. EXCITED STATES AND OPTICAL TRANSITIONS
IN CUBIC AND Cr3+ − VM CENTERS

This section mainly looks into the effects of the Mg2+
vacancy on the crystal-field spectrum associated with the
Cr3+ impurity using the highly accurate CASPT2 method.45

In particular, we have explored the energies of selected
states coming from the t3

2g(2Eg),t2
2ge

1
g(4T2g + 14T1g), and

t1
2ge

2
g(24T1g) electronic configurations for both the cubic and

the Cr3+ − VM centers. As in previous sections, we have
performed these calculations in several steps to obtain some
insight on the changes induced by the vacancy on electronic
transitions. The main results are collected in Table VIII. In
addition to values corresponding to the equilibrium geometry
of the Cr3+ − VM center (step e), results obtained for step
b where the Cr3+ − VM center is kept at the equilibrium
geometry of the cubic center are also included in the table.
It can first be noted that the present CASPT2 calculations
for the cubic CrF3−

6 center are in reasonable agreement with
available experimental data11,24–26,32,33 and close to previous
ab initio calculations by López-Moraza et al.53 In particular,
the present calculations indicate that the energy of 4A2g →
4T2g and 4A2g → 2Eg transitions is rather close. Nevertheless,
as Mortier et al. have shown in KMgF3 : Cr3+, a hydrostatic
pressure of only 6 GPa changes the nature of the first excited

TABLE VIII. Representative values of energies (in cm−1) derived
by means of CASPT2 calculations for the d-d transitions of both the
cubic and the Cr3+ − VM centers in KMgF3 : Cr3+. Aside from the
values corresponding to the equilibrium geometry of the Cr3+ − VM

center (step e), results obtained for step b where the Cr3+ − VM center
is kept at the equilibrium geometry of the cubic center are also given.
Experimental values for the cubic CrF3−

6 center (taken from Ref. 32)
are also shown.

Transition cubic CrF3−
6 (a) Cr3+−VM Cr3+−VM

Octahedral Tetragonal Calculated Experimental step b step e

4A2g→4T2g
4B1→4E 15568 1506915540 152004B1→4B2 15100 14745

4A2g→14T1g
4B1→4E 22485 2263023550 225704B1→4B1 25707 26970

4A2g→24T1g
4B1→4E 37835 3858638680 350904B1→4B1 37836 38929

4A2g→2Eg
4B1→2A1 17414 1436617750 153604B1→2B1 17566 14675
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state from 4T2g to 2Eg .11 The present calculations appear to
overestimate a little the position of the 2Eg state, which does
not depend on 10 Dq.

Let us now focus on changes that take place on passing
from the cubic to the Cr3+ − VM center. From results gathered
in Table VIII it can be noted that the center of the gravity
associated with 4T2g → 4T2g , 1 4T1g , and 2 4T1g transitions
are found to be only slightly modified due to the addition of
the Mg2+ vacancy and the associated electronic and structural
relaxation. This conclusion thus concurs with available optical
data. Along these lines, the splitting �T = �(4E) − �(4B2)
induced by the Mg2+ vacancy on the 4T2g state is calculated
to be only around 300 cm−1, thus supporting that such a
splitting is certainly smaller than the associated bandwidth,
which is around 1500 cm−1 at low temperatures. As pointed out
before, Vaills et al., using available luminescence data, suggest
that �T for the Cr3+ − VM center in KZnF3 : Cr3+ would be
∼100 cm1.24

It is worth noting that the value of �T obtained by means
of CASPT2 calculations (Table VIII) is smaller than the δt and
δe splitting values collected in Table VII. If the 4A2g and 4T2g

states in cubic symmetry are described only by a single Slater
determinant, then �T is given by60

�T = (3/4)(δe − δt ). (4)

Although this expression discards any configuration inter-
action in the description of states, it helps to understand why
�T can be smaller than the orbital splittings δt and δe.

Bearing in mind the results on the structural and electronic
relaxations on the Cr3+ − VM center discussed in Secs. III
and IV, it is surprising to see that the center of the gravity
corresponding to the 4A2g → 4T2g transition is found to be
shifted only by 4% with respect to the value for the pure cubic
center. In a first view, it seems that such a center of gravity
depends mainly on the average Cr3+ − F− distance in the
CrF3−

6 unit perturbed by the Mg2+ vacancy. This standpoint
can be somewhat related to what is found in the case of ruby.
In the case of Cr3+-doped Al2O3, the octahedron around the
impurity is distorted as there are three ligands lying at 192 pm
from the impurity while the rest are all placed at a distance
equal to 202 pm.61,62 Calculations of the center of gravity for
the 4A2g → 4T2g transition carried out for real geometry give
practically the same value as for a perfect octahedron where
the ligands are all lying at the average distance 197 pm.63

With respect to transitions in the Cr3+ − VM center coming
from 4A2g → 2Eg , the present results in Table VIII indicate
that they are slightly underestimated as optical data seem to
favor 4B2 as a first excited state.11,24,25

VI. EPR PARAMETERS AND ELECTRONIC RELAXATION
IN THE Cr3+ − VM CENTER

A. Anisotropy in the g tensor

The calculated values of the two transitions 4B1 → 4B2 and
4B1 → 4E [simply denoted as �(4B2) and �(4E), respectively]
support that such transitions are nearly coincident, and thus it
is not easy to understand the experimental value g⊥ − g|| =
3 × 10−3 measured by Binois et al. for the Cr3+ − VM center
in KZnF3.23 Indeed, if we use the expressions for g0 − g||

and g0 − g⊥ given in Eq. (1) and take ξ ∗ = 165 cm−1 and
the figures �(4B2) = 14745 cm−1 and �(4E) = 15069 cm−1

gathered in Table VIII, we find g⊥ − g|| = 6 × 10−4, which is
thus five times smaller than the experimental value.

This puzzling situation can be overcome when we look in
more detail into the origin of the g tensor. According to the C4v

symmetry of the Cr3+ − VM center, g0 − g|| arises from the
admixture via spin-orbit coupling of the ground state with the
4B2 state coming from 4T2g in Oh.64 If no configuration inter-
action is considered, the transition from the ground to this 4B2

state involves a b2(xy) → b1(x2 − y2) excitation where the
two involved orbitals are lying in the plane perpendicular to
the principal axis. Therefore, the admixture of the ground state
with 4B2 is determined by the 〈φ(xy)|hSO|φ(x2 − y2)〉matrix
element, where the antibonding|(i) orbitals (i = xy, x2 − y2)
are briefly described by Eq. (3) and hSO means the spin-orbit
coupling operator for one electron. When [N (i)]2 > [λ(i)]2,
then that matrix element can be approximated by

〈φ(xy)|hSO|φ(x2 − y2)〉
∼= N (xy)N (x2 − y2)〈d(xy)|hSO|d(x2 − y2)〉. (5)

Therefore, taking into account Stone’s expression,65 g0 −
g|| can be written as

g0 − g‖ = 8

3
k‖

ξ

�(4B2)
. (6)

Here ξ = 270 cm−1 denotes the spin-orbit coefficient of a
free chromium ion and k‖ = [N (xy)]2[N (x2 − y2)]2 conveys
the reduction due to covalency. Similarly, g⊥ − g0 can be
viewed to arise from an yz → y2 − z2 excitation and thus
g⊥ − g0 is given by

g0 − g⊥ = 8

3
k⊥

ξ

�(4E)
, (7)

where k⊥ = [N (yz)]2{ 3
4 [N (3z2 − r2)]2 + 1

4 [N (x2 − y2)]2}.
Therefore, according to Eqs. (6) and (7), the reduction factors
k‖ and k⊥ are not necessarily equal under a C4v symmetry.
Furthermore, from the present study, k‖ is expected to be
higher than k⊥ because the presence of the vacancy decreases
the charge on chromium more on orbitals with an axial
character (like 3z2 − r2 or xz,yz) than for those lying in the
plane perpendicular to the C4v axis. Quantitatively, putting in
Eqs. (6) and (7) the values of [N (i)]2 quantities gathered in
Table V, we obtain k‖ = 0.72 and k⊥ = 0.62. It should be
stressed now that this difference between the two reduction
factors, although small, induces a huge increase of the g⊥ − g||
quantity as it becomes equal to 5 × 10−3 and thus an order
of magnitude higher than the value derived through Eq. (1).
Therefore, this analysis shows that the different electronic
relaxation induced by the vacancy upon the five antibonding
orbitals plays a key role for understanding the anisotropy in
the g tensor measured experimentally.

B. Superhyperfine tensor

According to the results embodied in Secs. IV and VI,
experimental quantities reflecting in a direct way the local
electronic density are expected to be particularly sensitive
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to the presence of a nearby vacancy. This condition is well
fulfilled by the shf tensor of the six involved ligands.

For the sake of clarity, let us first consider the octahedral
CrF3−

6 center where the diagonal shf tensor of a given ligand is
described by two components, A|| and A⊥. The first (second)
component describes the interaction between the electronic
spin, S, and the spin, I, of an F nucleus when S is parallel
(perpendicular) to the corresponding Cr-F axis. There are three
main contributions to the shf tensor of a CrF3−

6 center with a
4A2g(t3

2g) ground state,58

A‖ = ACP + 2(AD − Aπ ), A⊥ = ACP − (AD − Aπ ), (8)

where

AD
∼= 2βgNβN

R3
, Aπ = fπ

A0
p

3
. (9)

In Eqs. (8) and (9), Aπ originates from the presence of
unpaired spin density on a ligand π orbital due to bonding
while AD reflects the classical magnetic-dipole interaction
between unpaired electrons, lying mostly on chromium, and
the fluorine nucleus. ACP denotes the core polarization
contribution while the value of A0

p for fluorine is 1320 MHz.
From the experimental values A|| = −26.5 MHz and A⊥ =

8.5 MHz reported for the CrF3−
6 center in KZnF3,23 we

obtain ACP = −3 MHz and Aπ = 22.5 MHz, taking AD =
10.8 MHz. Very close values have been measured for the
same center in KMgF3.58,66 This analysis thus reveals that
Aπ is the dominant contribution to the shf tensor for the cubic
center. Moreover, from Eq. (9) and Aπ = 22.5 MHz we obtain
fπ = 5%. A close figure has been derived from the present
calculations as shown in Table VI.

With regard to the Cr3+ − VM center in KZnF3, partial
experimental information on the shf interaction has been
reported.23 In particular, the A|| component corresponding to
the two ligands lying along the C4 axis has been measured. For
one such ligand, it is found A|| = −23.1 MHz, while for the
other A|| = −33.6 MHz. Therefore, |A||| is 46% higher for the
last ligand than for the former. As for the cubic CrF3−

6 center,
A|| is dominated by the Aπ contribution reflecting directly
fπ , and the value A|| = −33.6 MHz should correspond to the
Fnext ligand according to the results on fπ calculated for the
Cr3+ − VM center (Table VI). This conclusion is reinforced
by the electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) results
carried out on K2MgF4 : Cr3+ (Ref. 29) where the trigonal
center involving a close K+ vacancy has been investigated
in detail. In this case, it has been measured A|| = −30.4
MHz and A⊥ = 15.3 MHz for the three closest ligands, while
A|| = −26.4 MHz and A⊥ = 10.0 MHz for the three farthest
ones. Therefore, the results reported by Binois et al.23 are
consistent with a significant increase of fπ on passing from
the farthest ligand to the closest one. Although this trend is
reproduced by the present calculations (Table VI), a further
analysis would require us to measure the experimental A⊥
quantity for both Ffar and Fnext ligands and thus determine the
corresponding values of ACP and Aπ contributions.

VII. FINAL REMARKS

The present calculations on both the cubic and Cr3+ − VM

centers formed in KMgF3 : Cr3+ shed light on the structural
and electronic relaxations induced by the vacancy and its
influence upon optical and EPR parameters. Aside from a 7%
reduction on the Cr3+ − Fnext distance, the total charge on this
ligand decreases significantly (0.2e) on passing from the cubic
to the Cr3+ − VM center, even freezing the geometry of the
former center. That charge is transferred to the Ffar ligand and
also to the four equatorial ligands. Accordingly, fπ is found
to be higher for Fnext than for the Ffar ligand, thus supporting
a higher |A||| value for the former than for the latter ligand.

In spite of the structural and electronic relaxation due to
the vacancy, the present CASPT2 results support that the
center of the gravity for the 4A2g → 4T2g transition of the
Cr3+ − VM center is little affected by the vacancy, whereas
the �T splitting is certainly small when compared to the
corresponding bandwidth. Therefore, properties that exhibit
a global character seem to be much less influenced by the
electronic relaxation than those depending mainly on the
electronic density at a given point of the Cr3+ − VM center.
This is the case of hyperfine interactions with the involved
nuclei, which, as discussed in this work, can be significantly
altered by the presence of the vacancy. Along these lines,
the slightly smaller charge on chromium for axial orbitals
[like a1(3z2 − r2)] than for those [like b1(x2 − y2)] lying in a
perpendicular plane to the C4 axis explains why the anisotropy
in the g tensor is well observed experimentally, although the
calculated �T value is only 300 cm−1. Accordingly, EPR
and optical data for the Cr3+ − VM center can finally be
conciliated.

The present results on the Cr3+ − VM model center can
be of help in gaining a better insight into the role played by
vacancies in the electronic properties of insulating materials.
In particular, this study stresses that a consistent explanation
of all electronic properties influenced by a close vacancy
cannot be reached ignoring that ions are not rigid spheres.
Consequently, the phenomenological potentials used for study-
ing big systems involving vacancies should incorporate in
some way the effects of electronic relaxation well proved in
this work.

From the present study on complex impurity-vacancy
centers, the variations of the electronic charge due to the
presence of a close vacancy are expected to be especially
significant for ligands lying along the axis joining the impurity
and the vacancy. This standpoint is verified in the case of the
Rh2+ − VM center formed in NaCl when compared to the pure
RhCl4−

6 species, which exhibits a static Jahn-Teller effect.12,67

Indeed, while the two components of the hyperfine tensor for
RhCl4−

6 are found to be null, the addition of a close Na+

vacancy in a 〈001〉 direction gives rise to a measurable hyper-
fine interaction for the Rh2+ − VM center.67,68 Nevertheless, a
distortion in this center driven by the pseudo-Jahn-Teller effect
causes the unpaired electron to be placed in an orbital lying
perpendicular to the Rh2+ − VM axis. Accordingly, the biggest
superhyperfine interaction takes place with two ligands that are
not along the Rh2+ − VM axis and are thus less influenced by
the presence of the Na+ vacancy.
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As a main conclusion, this analysis shows that experimental
techniques that are able to probe the local density are especially
sensitive to the presence of a point defect like a vacancy
coupled to the impurity. Bearing in mind that the biggest effects
appear along the C4 axis, it is interesting to study impurities
like Fe3+ or Mn2+ with one unpaired electron lying in that
axis and displaying a σ character. In principle, important
changes on the fσ and fs quantities of axial ligands are ex-
pected. To our knowledge, no clear experimental information
on the superhyperfine tensor for the Fe3+ − VM center in
fluorides has been reported, but there are good EPR data on

the FeF5O
4− centers formed in KMF3 fluorides (M = Mg, Zn)

demonstrating a significant reduction of fs in the axial ligand
due to the presence of O2−.5,21,69,70 Preliminary calculations
on the Fe3+ − VM center in KMgF3 show the existence of an
important increase of fσ induced by the vacancy in the closest
ligand. Further work along these lines is now underway.
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